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1. Discussion

To the best knowledge of ours, we are the first to unify vi-
sual object tracking in a general framework. Although there
exists some works [1, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19] which tackle mul-
tiple tracking tasks in a single model, these works only con-
sider RGB modality and ignore multimodal informtaion.
Moreover, some methods [21, 23] take multimodal infor-
mation into consideration, but they only focus on specific
modalities and still treat RGB and RGB+X tracking as sepa-
rate entities. We consider these two tasks as a unified whole.
Our work unifies several tracking tasks, RGB tracking and
RGB+N/D/T/E/M tracking, and achieves competitive per-
formance on 11 benchmarks across the 6 tasks.

Diverging from conventional approaches that perform
full finetuning on downstream datasets, we break the
widely-used full finetuning manner, and introduce the
parameter-efficient transfer learning (PETL), which is pop-
ular in NLP, into tracking. In NLP, a large-scale founda-
tion model is trained on broad data and owns a strong log-
ical reasoning and generative ability. Then, PETL tech-
niques are adopted to transfer foundation model to down-
stream tasks by freezing the pretrained weights and training
inserted parameters. Due to the similar temporal match-
ing mechanisms in RGB and RGB+X tracking tasks, we
follow the large-scale training and PETL manner in NLP.
Our framework begins with the pretraining of Foundation
Tracker on large-scale RGB tracking datasets, enabling it
to acquire a strong temporal matching ability. After that,
we incorporate multimodal information as prompt and in-
troduce CMT Prompters to enhance Prompt Tracker with
multimodal features, boosting overall performance. Despite
similar structure is discussed in ProTrack and ViPT, they do
not take language and mask into account. Besides, TTP
Transformer layers are utilized to adapt Prompt Tracker to
downstream tasks better. Through adjusting a set of ad-
ditional parameters (about 2.8M), Prompt Tracker inhibits
the strong ability from Foundation Tracker, and have better
adaptability than full finetuning. Importantly, the param-
eter efficiency makes it particularly suitable for resource-
constrained devices where only a small number of parame-

ters need to be distributed to end-side deployments for the
generalization of downstream scenarios.

Limitations. Despite the high effectiveness and effi-
ciency, our framework still has some limitations. Firstly,
for different tracking tasks within the RGB+X domain, our
Prompt Tracker still needs to be trained on specific datasets
separately. This implies that if we want to handle multiple
RGB+X tracking tasks, we need to adjust the parameters
of the CMT Prompters and TTP Transformer layers accord-
ingly. Although the parameters of these two modules are
iightweight and can be almost negligible, it still results in
inconvenience. Exploring methods to handle multiple tasks
within a general model through joint training is an impor-
tant direction for future research. Secondly, although our
model is capable of handling 6 tracking tasks across vari-
ous modalities, there are still other modalities that have not
been considered. We will continue to extending our model
to more downstream tasks. Thirdly, as the landscape of
downstream RGB+X tasks evolves, it is crucial to make our
Prompt Tracker adaptive to new tasks while maintaining its
original capabilities. Ensuring the flexibility of our frame-
work to accommodate emerging tasks without sacrificing its
performance on existing tasks is an important challenge that
requires further investigation. Addressing these limitations
will contribute to the continuous development and improve-
ment of our framework, making it more versatile, adaptable,
and effective for a broader range of tracking tasks.

2. Experiment Details
2.1. Foundation Tracker Training

Foundation Tracker are trained on a combination of several
RGB tracking and object detection datasets, including La-
SOT [3], TrackingNet [11], GOT-10K [5], and COCO [9],
following [2, 4, 22]. We only used the training sets of these
dataset for training.Data augmentations, such as horizontal
flip and brightness jittering, are adopted during training.

Compared to previous trackers, the training datasets and
setting, such as the number of training epochs, remain con-
sistent. Despite the same training setting, our Founda-
tion Tracker achieves superior performance, outperforming
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Table 1. Training setting for Foundation
Tracker on RGB traking datasets.

Config Value
optimizer AdamW [6]

learning rate in head 4× 10−4

learning rate in backbone 4× 10−5

weight decay 10−4

batch size 128
epoch 300

learning rate decay epoch 240
learning rate decay factor 10

learning rate schedule steplr
maximum sampling frame gap 200

Table 2. Finetuning setting for Prompt
Tracker on RGB+N/D/T/E tracking.

Config Value
optimizer AdamW [6]

learning rate 4× 10−5

weight decay 10−4

batch size 128
epoch 60

learning rate decay epoch 48
learning rate decay factor 10

learning rate schedule steplr
maximum sampling frame gap 200

Table 3. Finetuning setting for Prompt
Tracker on RGB+M tracking datasets.

Config Value

optimizer AdamW [6]
base learning rate 1× 10−5

weight decay 1× 10−7

batch size 8
Iterations 150,000

learning rate decay iteration 125,000
learning rate schedule steplr

maximum sampling frame gap 25

other trackers by at least 0.6 AUC on LaSOT. Models like
UNINEXT and OmniTracker, which aim to address multi-
ple vision tasks, utilze a larger set of datasets in addition
to RGN tracking dataset6s. The training of UNINEXT and
OmniTracker require significantly more time and GPU re-
sources, typically taking several days and utilizing more
GPUs. In contrast, our Foundation Tracker can be trained in
about one day on 4 NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPUs. Compared
to these models which required much more training data
and training cost than our Foundation Tracker, our Founda-
tion Tracker achieves better performance on RGB tracking
(at least 1.3 AUC on LaSOT). Considering that our Founda-
tion Tracker achieves better performance on RGB tracking
while utilizing the same or smaller amount of training data
and computational resources compared to other models, the
comparison on LaSOT and TrackingNet benchmarks is both
fair and favourable to our approach.

2.2. Prompt Tracker Finetuning

RGB+N/D/T/E tracking. For the parameter-efficient fine-
tuning of Prompt Tracker on downstream RGB+X tracking
tasks, we finetune Prompt Tracker on each task separately.
The size for template and search frame is 192 × 192 and
384× 384. For RGB+N tracking, we adopt OTB99 [8], La-
SOT [3], and TNL2K [15] as training sets. For RGB+D
tracking, DepthTrack [20] is chosen for training. For
RGB+T tracking, LasHeR [7] is utilized for training. For
RGB+E tracking, VisEvent [14] is leveraged for training.
The hyper-parameters are in Table 2.

RGB+M tracking. We choose the popular RGB+M
tracking datasets, DAVIS17 [12] and YouTube-VOS [17]
for finetuning. We select the first frame and previous frame
as template frame, and do not implement any cropping op-
eration on the template and search frames. The finetuning
details are in Table 3
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